
smARTLiNK® 
Seating

THE CORRECT ANSWER



Available in a variety of 
styles, sizes and colors, 
SmartLink is the smart 
choice for next generation 
learning environments.



A Smart addition  
to any setting 
The modern classroom is constantly evolving. 
Research shows that today’s students are learning 
together, working in groups and interacting with 
peers. Teachers are even joining in, rather than 
instructing from their desk or the front of the 
room. This makes movement a critical aspect of 
learning. It stimulates thinking, and allows for 
greater interaction with others. SmartLink seating 
uses a responsive, contoured design to support the 
way students move, allowing them to turn around, 
sit sideways, lean back, and stay comfortable and 
focused for longer periods of time.



cOmFORT THAT is AHEAD OF THE cURVE
A chair is only as good as the way it supports the person sitting  
in it. The SmartLink family of chairs support every unique way 
people move, by using the flexible Learning Curve™ design to 
encourage a variety of seating positions required for collaboration. 
The flexibility of SmartLink seating and student desks allow for 
learning without boundaries, with a lightweight design, smooth 
glides and casters that make it easy to reconfigure the whole 
classroom at a moment’s notice.



SmartLink seating was pressure tested 
against competitive products to ensure 
maximum comfort for longer periods of  
time and increased focus.

The built-in handle in the seat back makes 
it easier to move around the room, and the 
contoured seat back is designed to hold a book 
bag or purse on the chair back without sliding off.



READy TO sTAND UP TO THE TEsT
In today’s educational environment, you want every investment to provide returns for 
years, and truly make a difference in learning. SmartLink seating solutions are designed 
to perfectly accommodate each individual, with versatility built in to work in virtually 
any setting. From the classroom to the lab, everyone is supported by the intelligent one-
piece design of SmartLink seating, which offers greater strength, durability and support. 
And to maximize your return on investment even more, the HON Full Lifetime Warranty 
covers the entire SmartLink seating family.
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Stack width 24", depth 22"

To store the chairs yet keep them easily 
accessible, you can safely and securely 
stack them five high.



mULTiPLy yOUR OPTiONs
Whether you’re choosing school colors, stimulating colors 
for learning, or matching your current interior design, 
SmartLink can provide exactly what you need. Our seating 
solutions come in a full spectrum of colors, including vibrant 
shades that keep students energized and focused. 

TANGELO CHERRY LIME CALYpSO SuRF REGATTA

Each one-piece seat is constructed 
from durable polypropylene that is 
easy to clean and maintain.



MuLbERRY LOFT ONYxpLATINuM SHADOW LAvA

Choose from lightweight legs with glides 
or casters in a durable textured charcoal, 
platinum finish or chrome. Task and stool 
standard with a five-star base. 

4-leg chairs are available in 12", 14", 
16" and 18" sizes, to accommodate 
children and adults of all ages.
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AN ALL AROUND sOLUTiON
The SmartLink seating family was designed to 
work well with others. It integrates nicely with 
the entire SmartLink family of products, both 
aesthetically and functionally. Tailored to fit 
perfectly with SmartLink desks, they pair up  
to create a dynamic learning environment. 
SmartLink modular storage will help keep the 
classroom in constant motion, and teacher’s 
stations and wall rail systems will keep students’ 
eyes focused where they need to be. Multiple  
uses from one source. Now that’s Smart design.
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The SmartLink family of products:
1.  Modular Storage
2. Wall Rail System
3. Student Desk
4. Seating 
5. Teacher Station



GRADUATE TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Create design continuity and maximize comfort for everyone 
with SmartLink seating. Accommodating people of all ages 
and sizes, and adapting to any type of learning environment, 
it’s the chair that’s most likely to succeed.
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Front: SmartLink 18" 4-leg chair 
with glides, with tangelo shell 
and textured platinum frame.

Page 2-3: SmartLink Teacher 
Station, with silver mesh top, 
platinum t-mold, charcoal paint 
and platinum frame. SmartLink 
Modular Storage shown with 
same finish as Teacher Station. 
SmartLink Task Chair with 
cherry shell and black frame. 
SmartLink Student Desks with 
white hard plastic top and 
charcoal frame. SmartLink 
18" 4-leg chair with glides, 
with cherry shell and textured 
charcoal frame.

Pages 4-5: SmartLink 18" 4-leg 
chair with glides, with lime shell 
and textured platinum frame. 
SmartLink Student Desk with 
white top and platinum frame.

Pages 6-7: SmartLink 18" 4-leg 
chair with glides, with lava shell 
and chrome frame. SmartLink 
18" 4-leg chair with casters, with 
lime shell and textured platinum 
frame. SmartLink Task Chair 
in surf shell and black frame. 
SmartLink Stool in tangelo shell 
and black frame. SmartLink 
18" 4-leg chair with glides with 
stacking option.

Pages 8-9: SmartLink 12", 14", 
16" and 18" 4-leg chairs with 
glides, with tangelo shell and 
textured platinum frame. 

Pages 10-11: SmartLink Modular 
Storage  with silver mesh, 
platinum t-mold, charcoal paint 
and platinum frame. SmartLink 
Wall Rail System in platinum, 
shown with rails, 12' board, 4'x4' 
whiteboard, 2'x4' tackboard, 
folder bin, pencil holder, and 
marker tray. SmartLink 18" 
4-leg chairs with glides, with 
regatta shell and textured 
charcoal. SmartLink Teacher 
Desk with silver mesh top, 
platinum t-mold, charcoal paint 
and platinum finish. SmartLink 
Stool with regatta shell and 
black frame.

Back: SmartLink 18" 4-leg chair 
with casters, with lime shell and 
textured platinum frame.

For all shell color options  
see pages 8-9.

Lead times may vary by color.

PRODUcTs, mATERiALs, AND FiNisHEs sHOwN:


